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We study the orientation statistics of spheroidal, axisymmetric microswimmers, with shapes ranging
from disks to rods, swimming in chaotic, moderately turbulent flows. Numerical simulations show that
rodlike active particles preferentially align with the flow velocity. To explain the underlying mechanism, we
solve a statistical model via the perturbation theory. We show that such an alignment is caused by
correlations of fluid velocity and its gradients along particle paths combined with fore-aft symmetry
breaking due to both swimming and particle nonsphericity. Remarkably, the discovered alignment is found
to be a robust kinematical effect, independent of the underlying flow evolution. We discuss its possible
relevance for aquatic ecology.
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Active particles, such as motile microorganisms or
artificialmicroswimmers, swim in a surrounding flow, either
externally imposed or self-generated. In addition to trans-
porting the active particles, velocity gradients change their
swimming direction by exerting a shape-dependent torque
[1,2]. The complex interplay of flow advection, particle
orientation, and self-propulsion is fundamental to under-
stand key processes in aquatic ecology [3–7], active matter
modeling [8–10], and nano- or microtechnology with
application to drug delivery [11,12].
Even simple laminar steady flows give rise to intriguing

phenomena when combined with self-propulsion [13–16].
Rod-shaped motile bacteria are expelled by vortices [13]
and display complex trajectories in pipe flows [14].
Microfluidic experiments in shear flows found that bacteria
tumble in high shear regions, causing accumulation and
chemotactic depletion [15]. In shear flows, a different
tumbling mechanism traps bottom-heavy gyrotactic phyto-
plankton [17]. It has recently been found that individual
bacteria in a steady porous flow can orient their swimming
direction with the local velocity, leading to a strong
enhancement (depletion) of the dispersion along (trans-
verse to) the mean flow direction [18].
The behavior of active particles in unsteady flows is

considerably less explored. Gyrotactic swimmers form
small-scale fractal patches in turbulence [19–21], sampling
different flow regions depending on their shape [21,22].
Elongated swimmers, such as bacteria, remain quite homo-
geneously distributed in turbulent flows, while their ori-
entation tends to nematically alignwith the vorticity [20,23],
similarly to elongated tracers [24,25]. Much less is known
about their orientation with respect to the flow velocity,
which is key to light scattering in aquatic environments
[26,27], and for the encounter rates between organisms [4].

For instance, flow reorientation of elongated prey in the
feeding currents of predators can strongly modify the
capture rates [28]. Moreover, flow-induced changes in
the swimming direction can strongly alter chemotaxis, as
found in steady shear flows [15].
In this Letter, aiming to fill this gap, we investigate the

dependence of the orientation statistics of active particles
on their shape and speed in unsteady, moderately turbulent,
and stochastic flows. We find that swimming directions
preferentially align with or against the local velocity field,
depending on the particle shape. Solving, by means of
perturbative methods, the problem with a stochastic velo-
city field, we trace back the origin of such an alignment to
the correlation between the flow velocity and its gradients
along the particle path.
We consider dilute suspensions, disregarding any form

of particle interaction. In this limit, we can neglect flow
modifications induced by the active particles. We model a
microswimmer as a small, neutrally buoyant, nonspherical,
axisymmetric particle swimming with constant speed vs, in
the direction n of its symmetry axis. Assuming the particle
size is smaller than the smallest flow scale, the particle
center of mass x evolves as [2]

_x ¼ uðx; tÞ þ vsn; ð1Þ

uðx; tÞ being the fluid velocity at the particle position. The
particle orientation rotates in response to velocity gradients,
according to Jeffery’s dynamics [1]

_n ¼ ½Oðx; tÞ þ ΛSðx; tÞ�n − Λ½n · Sðx; tÞn�n≡ JðnÞ; ð2Þ

where O and S are the antisymmetric (vorticity) and
symmetric (strain) components of the velocity gradient
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matrix Aij ¼ ∂ui=∂xj, respectively. For vs ¼ 0, the above
dynamics reproduces that of spheroidal tracers that have
recently gathered much attention [24,25,29].
The dynamics is controlled by two dimensionless num-

bers. The first is the shape parameterΛ¼ða2−b2Þ=ða2þb2Þ
(a and b being the particle size along and perpendicularly to
the symmetry axis, respectively): Λ ¼ 0 for spheres, and
Λ ¼ �1 for infinitely slender rods and thin platelets,
respectively. The second is the swimming number
Φ ¼ vsτ=l, l and τ being the flow typical scale and time,
respectively, discussed below. For Λ > 0, Eqs. (1) and (2)
represent a minimal model for a smooth swimming (not
tumbling) bacterium [15,16]. Rotational diffusivity in
Eq. (2) is neglected to reduce the number of parameters.
We start considering homogeneous, isotropic turbulent

flows obtained by direct numerical simulations (DNS) of
the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE)

∂tuþ u · ∇u ¼ −∇pþ νΔuþ F; ð3Þ

where fluid density is scaled to unity, pressure p ensures
flow incompressibility (∇ · u ¼ 0), and ν is the viscosity.
The stirring force F is an incompressible, zero-mean,
temporally uncorrelated Gaussian random field, injecting
kinetic energy at large scales at a rate ϵ to generate a
statistically steady state. We solve Eqs. (3) by means of a
2=3-dealiased pseudospectral solver with a second-order
Runge-Kutta scheme, in a triply periodic domain with
N3 ¼ 1283 − 5123 mesh points. The Kolmogorov length
η ¼ ðν3=ϵÞ1=4 is larger than the grid spacing, and the time
step much smaller than the Kolmogorov timescale,
τη ¼ ðν=ϵÞ1=2, to well resolve the small-scale dynamics.
The velocity and its gradients at particle positions, needed
to integrate Eqs. (1) and (2), are obtained via a third-order
interpolation scheme. The swimming number is defined as
Φ ¼ vsτη=η ¼ vs=uη, uη being the Kolmogorov velocity.

We consider moderately turbulent flows, with Taylor-scale
Reynolds number Reλ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
15

p
urms=ðνϵÞ1=2 ≈ 70–180.

For nonspherical particles, we find a remarkable align-
ment of the swimming direction with the local velocity field
quantified by the statistics of the angle, θu, between n and
u. Figure 1(a) shows that hcos θui ≠ 0 provided the particle
is not spherical (Λ ≠ 0) and active (Φ > 0) (h½� � ��i denotes
the average over particle positions). The data suggest that
hcos θui ∝ ΛΦ [inset in Fig. 1(a)] at least for small Φ and
Λ, with some deviations from linear behavior for jΛj → 1.
We remark that such an alignment depends on the particle
shape: It is “polar-like” for elongated particles (Λ > 0) and
antipolar for disklike ones (Λ < 0). Thus, on average,
rodlike particles swim along the underlying flow velocity,
while disklike ones against it.
The variance of cos θu [Fig. 1(b)] displays a nontrivial

dependence on Λ, while it is almost insensitive toΦ, except
around Λ → 1, where it slightly decreases with Φ. The
different behavior for disklike (rodlike) particles reflects
qualitative differences in the probability density function
(PDF) of cos θu. For disks (bottom inset), the PDF of cos θu
displays a peak that gradually moves from 0 (swimming
normal to velocity) to negative values at increasing Φ.
Conversely, for rods (top inset), the PDF is bimodal at �1
forΦ ¼ 0with a progressive bias in favor of theþ1 peak at
increasing Φ. Thus, elongated particles (Λ > 0) align with
the local fluid velocity for anyΦ, but the alignment changes
from nematic to polar upon increasing Φ.
To rationalize the above observations, we now consider a

statistical model for the velocity field, uðx; tÞ, which
allows for analytical treatments. As detailed in Ref. [30]
(see Sec. I A in Supplemental Material [31]), we consider a
(single scale, single time) random Gaussian velocity field
parametrized by typical flow speed uf with correlation
length lf and time τf. We introduce the additional dimen-
sionless number, namely, the Kubo number Ku ¼ ufτf=lf,
quantifying how rapidly the fluid velocity fluctuates.
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FIG. 1. Statistics of particle orientation with respect to the flow velocity, obtained from DNS of the NSE (3), as a function of the
particle shape parameter Λ, for different swimming number Φ. (a) hcos θui vs Λ for different Φ at Reλ ≈ 68. Inset: hcos θui=Φ vs Λ; the
solid line represents a linear best fit. (b) Variance of cos θu vs Λ for different Φ. The top (bottom) inset shows the PDF of cos θu for
rodlike (disklike) particles with Φ from 0 to 2 along the arrows. (c) The same as (a) for Φ ¼ 1 and Reλ ¼ 68 and 178. The main panel
shows hcos θuiRe1=2λ vs Λ. The inset shows the nonrescaled data. Data are obtained by averaging over 100 snapshots, separated by about
half the large-scale eddy turnover time, with up to 3 × 105 particles for each Λ and Φ value.
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Figure 2 displays the statistics of alignment obtained from a
numerical simulation of the stochastic model. The agree-
ment with the results obtained in turbulent flows (Fig. 1) is
remarkable, demonstrating that the alignment is a robust
kinematical phenomenon, i.e., independent of the dynamics
producing the flow. This is in contrast with the known
alignment observed for elongated swimmers with the local
vorticity ωðx; tÞ ¼ ∇ × uðx; tÞ [20,23], which is absent in
the stochastic flow. Indeed, the origin of alignment with
vorticity is dynamical as discussed in Ref. [25] for elongated
tracers and stems from the formal similarity of Eq. (2) for
Λ ¼ 1 with the Lagrangian dynamics of vorticity. See
Sec. IV in Supplemental Material [31] for further
considerations.
The advantage of the stochastic model is that it allows for

reaching an analytical understanding of the basic mecha-
nism for the alignment. In particular, we study the statistics
of ðn · uÞ instead of ðn · uÞ=juj ¼ cos θu, as they convey the
same qualitative information on alignment (Fig. 3) and are
easier to handle. The main difficulty in analyzing Eqs. (1)
and (2) lies in their nonlinear dependence on the particle
position. Such a hindrance can be overcome in the
perturbation theory, by iteratively improving approxima-
tions for the particle trajectory, a technique successfully
employed to analyze inertial particles [30] and gyrotactic
swimmers [21]. This corresponds to an expansion in the
Kubo number [30].
In the following,webriefly outline themain steps; detailed

calculations can be found in Sec. II A of Supplemental
Material [31]. To apply the perturbation theory, we introduce
dimensionless variables with t ¼ t0τf, x ¼ x0lf, and
u ¼ u0uf, in terms of which Eqs. (1) and (2) read
_x0 ¼ Kuu0 þΦsn and _n ¼ Ku J0ðnÞ, respectively, with
swimming number Φs ¼ vsτf=lf. The above equations
imply that, for Ku ¼ 0, the particle paths are simply

x0ðdÞt0 ¼ x00 þΦsn0t0, where (d) denotes the zeroth-order

(deterministic) solution. We can now write x0t0 ¼ x0ðdÞt0 þ
δxt0 and expand Eqs. (1) and (2) to the desired order in δxt0 ,
leading to an expansion in Ku at fixedΦs [30,31]. The result
is then averaged using the known correlation functions of the
(Gaussian) velocity field and its derivatives. Using flow
isotropy, homogeneity, and incompressibility, the stationary-
state average of the scalar product between n and u takes the
(dimensional) form

hn · ui ¼ −dΛ
Z

t

0

dt1∂RCkðR; t1ÞjR¼xðdÞt1

; ð4Þ

d being the spatial dimension and R ¼ jRj. For the
stochastic flow, the longitudinal velocity covariance
takes the form CkðR; tÞ≡ h½uðxþ R; tÞ · R̂�½uðx; 0Þ · R̂�i ¼
exp½−ðR2=2l2

f þ jtj=τfÞ�=d. Substituting it in Eq. (4) and

using xðdÞt1 ¼ Φsn0t1, the integral can be easily computed
(see Sec. II C in Supplemental Material [31]), yielding for
Φs ≪ 1

hn · ui ≃ ufΛKuΦs; ð5Þ

which agrees well with the numerically obtained scaling of
cos θu in terms of Λ and Φ [inset in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2].
Figure 3(a) shows that, for Ku ≪ 1, statistical-model sim-
ulations perfectly agree with the theoretical prediction.
Neglecting vorticity in Eq. (2), in the limit of small

swimming speeds and jΛj, an expansion similar to that used
in Ref. [37] can be performed, yielding (see Sec. V in
Supplemental Material [31])

hn · ui ¼ 2Λvs
dþ 2

Z
t

0

dt1t1TrhSðxLt1 ; t1ÞSðxL0 ; 0Þi; ð6Þ

which expresses hn · ui in terms of the correlation function
of the strain along Lagrangian trajectories, xLt , i.e., corre-
sponding to the dynamics (1) with vs ¼ 0. Note that the
above expression, being free from any assumption on the
flow statistics, requires only vs and Λ to be small and
should, therefore, be valid for generic flows and Kubo
numbers (see Sec. V in Supplemental Material [31]). We
measured TrhSðxLt ; tÞSðxL0 ; 0Þi along Lagrangian trajecto-
ries in DNS and numerically computed the integral in
Eq. (6), obtaining a prediction for hn · ui that agrees well
with the numerical data, at least for not too large Φ and Λ
[Fig. 3(b)].
The physical meaning of Eq. (4) is as follows: The

alignment results from the nonzero correlation between
the velocity and its gradients at different times [this is
∂RCkðR; t − t1Þ]. However, such a correlation brings a
nonzero contribution only if swimming (vs ≠ 0) and non-
sphericity (Λ ≠ 0) are present. Essentially, swimming in the
instantaneous direction breaks the fore-aft symmetry, and
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FIG. 2. Statistics of orientation obtained by simulations of the
stochastic model for Ku ¼ 10. Main panel: hcos θui vs Λ for
different swimming speeds Φs ¼ 0, 0.3, 0.7, 1, 2 as indicated by
the arrow. Top inset: hcos θui=Φs vs Λ. Bottom inset: Variance
of cos θu.
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the dynamics of n is no longer identical to the dynamics of
−n, leading to a nonzero value for hn · ui (see Sec. II C in
Supplemental Material [31] for further considerations). For
the second moment, the situation is different; to the order of
Ku2 and for Φ ≪ 1, we find (see Sec. III in Supplemental
Material [31])

hðn · uÞ2i=u2f ∼
1

d
þ Ku2Λ

d
þ Ku2Φ2Λ

2d
ð2dΛ − 11Þ; ð7Þ

which depends on Λ also for nonswimming particles, as
confirmed by simulations.
In the statistical model, there is a single timescale for

both the velocity and its gradients. Conversely, in turbu-
lence, there is a timescale separation between them con-
trolled by Reλ ≈ T=τη (T being the integral timescale).
Thus, for strong turbulence, the dynamics of the orienta-
tion, ruled by velocity gradients, will vary over timescales
(∼τη) much faster than the correlation time of the velocity
(∼T), possibly depleting the alignment. This is confirmed
in the inset in Fig. 1(c), showing that hcos θui ∼ Re−1=2λ .

This Re−1=2λ scaling can be rationalized as follows. The
statistical model calculations predict that, for a given Ku,
alignment depends only on Λ and Φs. Thus, we need to
map the swimming parameter of the model on that used in
turbulence. Following Ref. [21] (see also Sec. I A in
Supplemental Material [31]), the statistical model length

(lf) and time (τf) scales should be related to the Taylor
length scale, λ ∝ urmsτη and τη, respectively, being the
scales relevant to the gradients. Therefore, the swimming
number to be used to compare DNS with the statistical
model should be based on the rms velocity; indeed, Φs ¼
vsτη=λ ∝ vs=urms (see also [22] for related considerations),
while we usedΦ ¼ vs=uη. The two swimming numbers are

thus related by Φs ∝ Φðuη=urmsÞ ∝ Re−1=2λ Φ, which
explains the scaling observed in Fig. 1(c). DNS results
(not shown) confirm that for fixed Φs the alignment
statistics is independent of Reλ. Thus, alignment can be
important also for high Reλ flows, provided the particle
speed is a fraction of the large-scale velocity. Such large
speeds can be attained by swimmers larger than the
Kolmogorov scale, for which Eqs. (1) and (2) may still
be valid, provided the Stokes number defined on the
particle scale is small enough, as recently found in
finite-size fibers [38].
In general, alignment is expected to be important

whenever turbulence is moderate, i.e., in velocity fields
with not too separated scales of motion, as commonly
found in environmental, laboratory, and biomedical fluids.
In marine environments with calm water, the Kolmogorov
velocity is on the order of uη ≈ 300–1000 μm=s [4], while
bacterial speeds range in vs ≈ 30–300 μm=s [39]; conse-
quently, Φ ≈ 0.05–1. Hence, depending on the Reynolds
number, the alignment can be substantial. Alignment could
be relevant to models for light scattering in aquatic
environments [26,27], especially considering that most
motile microorganisms are elongated [26], and for
the encounter rates of aquatic microorganisms [4,28].
Furthermore, analogously to the findings in steady shear
flows [15], flow reorientation may alter the chemotactic
efficiency. For instance, flow-induced alignment could be
particularly relevant to marine bacteria, many of which
perform a run-reverse cycle in which the orientation is
unchanged while the swimming velocity is reversed [40].
Preliminary studies, to be discussed elsewhere, show that

alignment persists also in the presence of a nonhomogene-
ous mean flow. In this case, alignment may dramatically
impact the dispersal properties along and transverse to the
mean flow similarly to what is observed in steady porous
flows [18], with implications for groundwater filtration and
remediation and biomedical fluids. Remarkably, the experi-
ments in Ref. [18] demonstrated preferential alignment of
the bacterial swimming direction with the local flow in
analogy with our findings. It would be then interesting to
study alignment in the limit of steady flows, i.e., in the
Ku → ∞ limit, to understand whether the physical mecha-
nism for alignment is the same as that we found in unsteady
flows. This is, however, beyond the scope of the present
Letter.
Finally, we observe that nontrivial correlations between

flow velocity and individual bacterial orientation have
been reported in dense suspensions [41,42], where the
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self-generated flow is on the order of ∼50–100 μm=s with a
correlation length of 30–100 μm, while bacteria swim at a
speed of ∼15–20 μm=s with a size of ∼2 μm [41,43]. With
swimming numbers on the order of ≈0.15–0.4, it is
tempting to speculate that the alignment here discussed
could be an important effect. However, this needs to be
tested, because steric and hydrodynamic interactions, here
neglected, play a major role.
In summary, we found that (disklike) rodlike active

particles swimming in a moderately turbulent background
flow tend to preferentially align their swimming direction
(anti)parallel to the underlying flow velocity. We showed
that such an alignment has a kinematical origin and
analytically found its roots in the time correlations between
the velocity and its gradients along particle paths together
with the fore-aft symmetry breaking induced by swimming.
Our study expands on the possible nontrivial behaviors of
microswimmers in an external flow [5,7] from the simple
cases of pipe or shear flows [13,14] to realistic unsteady
turbulent and chaotic flows.
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